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- Easy to use command line interface - Supports a wide range of protocols - Supports common network scanners - Supports defensive network security - Very fast - Fully documented - Can act as a library - Runs under Linux, OS X, Windows - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3 - A web service is available as well Additional Features: - Transparent interface - Distributed - Flexible model - Extensive man pages - Uncompressed documentation - Very fast - Works with Python 2.7
and 3.3 - Can act as a library - Runs under Linux, OS X, Windows - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3 - Fully documented - Uncompressed documentation - Clean and clear code - Very fast - Also very optimized for Python 3 - Can act as a library - Distributed - Transparent interface - Extensive man pages - Provides the list of scanning targets as well - Ranges of supported packet types can be specified on the command line - Good performance, but for some of the protocols, a
bit limited, due to its command line mode - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3 - Can act as a library - Distributed - Fully documented - Uncompressed documentation - Very fast - Also very optimized for Python 3 - Can act as a library - Transparent interface - Provides the list of scanning targets as well - Good performance, but for some of the protocols, a bit limited, due to its command line mode - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3 - Can act as a library - Transparent interface -

Provides the list of scanning targets as well - Distributed - Fully documented - Uncompressed documentation - Very fast - Also very optimized for Python 3 - Can act as a library - Transparent interface - Provides the list of scanning targets as well - Distributed - Fully documented - Uncompressed documentation - Very fast - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3 - Can act as a library - Can act as a library - Transparent interface - Can act as a library - Works with Python 2.7 and 3.3
- Can act as a library - Can act as a library - Transparent interface - Distributed - Transparent interface

Scapy

========== The app performs basically the same as Scapy's Runbook. It interprets the packets sent to it and tries to decide what message the sender wants to transmit and to what to respond. If the original message was a request, it tries to determine what server it was sent to, retrieve the corresponding information and send the reply. It differs from Runbook in the fact that it can interpret and match the payload of the packets as well. Commands: ========== - Receive
packet - Receive the first two-three bytes of a packet and decrypt it. - Receive the first two-three bytes of a packet, decrypt it and unpack its content into a dictionary. - Show packet - Show header information - Show entire content of a packet - Show request/response - Show reply to request - Show first few lines of a packet - Show the beginning of a packet - Show the content of a part of a packet - Show the entire content of a packet - Unpack the contents of a packet -

Dump the entire content of a packet to a file. - Unpack the content of a part of a packet to a file. - Dump the entire content of a packet to a file. - Unpack the content of a part of a packet to a file. - Show all match results. - Show match results. - Show all matches. - Show match results. - Show the list of all matches. - Show the list of matches. - Show all match results. - Show all matches. - Show the list of all matches. - Show all matches. - Show the list of matches. - Dump a
pcap file to a file. - Dump a pcap file to a file. - Dump the packet's pcap file. - Dump the pcap file to a file. - Dump the packet's pcap file. - Dump the pcap file to a file. - Dump the pcap file. - Show the fingerprint of a packet. - Decode a packet. - Decode the first two bytes of a packet. - Decode the first two bytes of a packet and unpack its content into a dictionary. - Decode the entire content of a packet. - Decode the entire content of a packet into a dictionary. -
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Scapy 

Scapy is a live-wire python library that works in-depth with Ethernet, TCP, ICMP, and IP protocols (as well as other protocols) and aims to be "pretty much everything you might ever want to build for/with/forget about the Internet". Scapy gives you a living example of just how much networking information is out there -- and how much is not in one place. From basic throughput measuring and timing, through advanced packet-level manipulation and even packet dissectors
that run on many different architectures, Scapy is the smartest way to interact with these protocols. Scapy is designed to be easy to learn and use, and to provide full coverage of the core networking protocols. Scapy is not a packet analyzer, sniffer or intrusion prevention system (IPS) - which might be a better fit for you. Scapy is meant to be used as a livewire library for packet manipulation and protocol analysis. The goal is to provide all the information you need to learn the
core protocols and not miss anything. Scapy is a mature project with a large set of contributors and contributions, and is not tied to any particular API. It is also a living example of how much you can do with just 10% of the capabilities you need to make. Scapy is a Python library, but it is also easy to integrate into your own applications, either as a simple Python library or as a shell. Scapy Features: - Network protocols - IP protocol version and options - TCP protocol - TCP
options - ICMP protocol - ICMP options - Raw IP packet and raw TCP packet - Tcpdump style packet dissector and pcap file support - Netflow support - X.25 protocol - CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) - General UDP protocol (UDP, DGRAM, SCTP, ICMP, etc) - General Datagram protocol (UDP, SCTP, etc) - Binary protocol headers (HTTP, IMAP, SSL, etc) - Wireless protocols - IEEE 802.11 protocols - SNMP protocol - Fuzz testing tools - Parse SIP/XMPP
protocols - L3 protocols - L2 protocols - L1 protocols - Application level protocols (HTTP, SSH, SCP, NNTP, POP, etc) - Reliable connection protocols (TFTP, SMTP, NTP, etc) - Link level protocols

What's New in the?

Scapy is an interactive packet manipulation utility designed to help you manage everything related to the network. More precisely, the tool is capable of forging or decoding packets of a wide number of protocols, sending, capturing, storing and reading them via pcap files. At the same time, the utility can match requests and replies and can be easily used for classical tasks, such as scanning, tracerouting, unit tests, probing or simulating network attacks. It is worth mentioning
that the tool can be used as a library as well as a shell to interact with the network. In order to use it as shell command, the tool requires root privileges because otherwise it is not able to send the packets. As you probably hinted, you need to open Command Prompt with administrator privileges and make sure that you have all necessary packages installed. Nevertheless, the app informs you about the features you need to install, in case you are missing some. The tool is quite
impressive with decoding packets and, according to the developer, the app attempts to provide you with all the information it receives. Unlike other packets decoders, the tool comes with a flexible model that does a good job at avoiding subjective limitations, the most common being the apps that provide the developer’s vision on what packets you can receive. Summary: + +Capable of doing more with less, the EOS C20 is a competent camera, made all the more so by the fact
it delivers exceptional results in a small package. EOS C20 Details 1.3-inch 20.3MP CMOS sensor DUAL Pixel shift technology Mirrorless-friendly Full HD video recording GPS with support for Latitude Full HD 1080p video recording at 24 fps For the first time, Full HD video recording is available on a camera this small First camera with GPS - and a full video-recording function So much more than a camera, the EOS C20 is a compact, easy-to-use digital camera with
innovative technology that has been designed to give you the best available performance in the smallest possible package. From an outstanding viewfinder system and touchscreen operation to a redesigned ergonomic body, the EOS C20 offers a host of new features that will make it a pleasure to use. 1.3-inch 20.3MP CMOS sensor The C20 is the first camera to feature a 1.3-inch 20.3MP CMOS sensor, which is based on an APS-C sensor, giving you better quality images and
video. The reduction in pixel count provides a higher-resolution sensor than the competition, resulting in detailed images that are even sharper when zoomed in. Increased dynamic range with DUAL Pixel shift technology DUAL Pixel shift technology enables images that contain less noise, giving your photographs and videos that
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System Requirements For Scapy:

– Requires an Internet connection – Requires a 64-bit CPU (Athlon, Duron, Sempron) – Requires 1 GB of RAM (recommended: 2 GB) – Requires DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with at least 256 MB VRAM – Requires Windows XP SP3/Windows Vista SP2 – Requires at least a Windows Vista Business OS – Requires a machine with a hard disk space of at least 10 GB available To install: 1. Extract the archive to a directory
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